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Addressing ecological effects of radiation on populations and ecosystems to improve protection of the environment against radiation: Agreed statements from a Consensus Symposium
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1. Introduction

Radiological protection is evolving from a system focused only on humans, to one that encompasses non-human biota and the environment itself. In 2001, the International Union of Radioecology (IUR) arranged a Consensus Conference on Environmental Radiological Protection which crystallized a broad agreement on the need to address the environmental impacts of ionizing radiation (IUR, 2002a). Since then, scientific research in both the laboratory and the field has significantly improved our knowledge of radiological impacts, yet there is a feeling of divergence rather than convergence in current opinion:

- Laboratory studies have reduced uncertainties related to impacts on individual non-human organisms, notably but not exclusively through application of the reference organism approach (IUR, 2000, 2002b; ICRP, 2003, 2008; FASSET, 2004; ERICA, 2007; Sazykina and Kryshev, 2003, 2006) and the development of practical dose assessment tools. To assess risk to non-human biota, various approaches use sophisticated dosimetry tools to estimate radiation dose to individuals and infer the corresponding effects based on dose-response data gathered from the literature. Considerable gains in knowledge have been made in the last ten years through these initiatives. However, the reference organism approach and other evolving frameworks still need to be refined for more realistic application at the ecological level (Carroll, 2009; IUR, 2012; Bradshaw et al., 2014). For example, mainly acute exposure is studied in the laboratory whereas the field situation, even for humans, is one of chronic exposure.
- Meanwhile, new information and increasing uncertainties have emerged from recent field studies, often conducted in areas contaminated by nuclear accidents (e.g., Beresford and Copplestone, 2011; Murphy et al., 2011; Hiyama et al., 2012; Geras’kin et al., 2013; Mousseau and Möller, 2014; Taira et al., 2014; Möller and Mousseau, 2015; Möller et al., 2015;
Deryabina et al., 2015; Pryakhin et al., 2016). These studies have mostly focused on large-scale correlations among estimated exposures and natural history observations in the field at the level of individuals, populations, or of communities of species interacting within the ecosystem. Their findings sometimes appear to contradict predictions made under the traditional laboratory paradigm (Beresford et al., 2012). However, recent efforts have attempted to bridge the different approaches and offered a number of explanations for divergence in findings (Garnier-Laplace et al., 2013, 2015).

Contrasted results from the laboratory and the field, and resulting disagreement about their respective implications for risk assessment and management, are currently stimulating a need for refinement of international assumptions and findings relevant to environmental radiological protection systems (UNSCEAR, 2015). Nuclear accidents, most recently the Fukushima disaster, provide a strong impetus to better address the very diverse situations and ecosystems (potentially) affected by planned or unplanned releases of ionizing radiation.

An ecocentric approach to environmental protection offers a means for such refinement, reconciling understanding of radiation impacts developed mainly under acute exposure in the laboratory with more recent observations under chronic exposure in the field. However, while there is increasing awareness of the need to embrace not only the individual level but also population, community and ecosystem impacts, radiation protection institutions are only starting to engage the range of expertise that can conceptualize and conduct the relevant research. A new consensus on the need and means to achieve an ecocentric approach might stimulate dialogue, foster a more integrated research program, and facilitate national and international efforts to work toward a more comprehensive system of protection. More broadly, such consensus might contribute to societal understanding of radioecology and greater credibility in the eyes of decision makers, funding agencies, and ultimately the public.

In this light, IUR launched a new consensus effort, with the intention to revisit the statement published in 2002, and to assess the status of current research. A group of 30 scientists from different disciplines and research areas extending beyond the historical radioecology community came together for three days in Miami in November 2015. They were invited to present and discuss scientific work from the laboratory and the field, identify areas of agreement, explore reasons for disagreement about conceptual approaches, and review different interpretations of the results as well as their implications for environmental protection.

The 2015 Miami Consensus Symposium assembled scientists from diverse areas of interest and perspectives who work with different methods and points of reference. The group successfully developed a constructive spirit directed at understanding discrepancies rather than arguing disagreements. This particular achievement allowed the formulation of seven statements, supported by observations and practical recommendations, which have been endorsed by the entire group.¹

The seven consensus statements are gathered below, then contextualized and developed in more detail. The program of presentations heard at the Miami Consensus Symposium, and notes on the discussion questions and process, are provided in an appendix.

### 2. Consensus statements

Statement 1: Successful protection of the environment depends on the protection of natural populations, their dynamics, species interactions and contributions to ecosystem functioning. Ecosystem approaches are needed to support these protection goals.

Statement 2: Improved terminology for referring to environmental protection criteria, operational outcomes and standardized methods is required.

Statement 3: Field studies and experiments, especially those focusing on populations, make a vital contribution to the scientific background necessary to achieve the environmental protection goals. Field data are essential to account for realistic exposure scenarios, as well as to investigate how exposure to radionuclides interacts with other environmental factors to determine the effects on natural populations.

Statement 4: Better continuity between laboratory and field studies should be developed to advance protection of the environment. Hypotheses should ideally be tested through an iterative strategy integrating field and laboratory studies, and modeling efforts.

Statement 5: Strategies need to be developed to disentangle the direct and indirect effects of radiation on (populations of) biota in natural ecosystems, as well as the confounding factors that prevent clear interpretation of the results.

Statement 6: Reference organism approaches represent an important first step to characterize doses to biota, but they have significant limitations. More effort should be placed on understanding mechanisms and processes of how radiation effects are manifested in natural ecosystems, and on quantifying dose in the field.

Statement 7: Research programs and studies should encourage a multidisciplinary approach among radioecologists, radiobiologists, ecologists, evolutionary biologists, statisticians, modelers and geneticists. Field study design should encompass methods and approaches established in ecology and address a diverse range of sites and cases with preferably experimental approaches.

### 3. Contextualizing the consensus statements

#### 3.1. Protection goals; need for improved conceptualization and terminology

It is now widely acknowledged that protection standards aimed uniquely at humans do not necessarily ensure adequate protection of non-human biota and related ecosystems (FASET, 2004; ERICA, 2007; NEA, 2007). Moving away from the old paradigm assuming that protection of man would *ipso facto* also protect the environment, IUR’s 2001 consensus statement (IUR, 2002a) recognized that “man is part of the environment” but gave no detailed explanation of what this actually meant or implied. A better conceptualization of this statement is now needed.

A general conceptual model is proposed (Fig. 1) highlighting the fact that *Homo sapiens* is actually interacting with (and often out-competing) other species within an ecosystem. Man is but one predator species, while our agronomic species belong to ecological categories such as primary producers (e.g., terrestrial plants) and primary consumers (e.g., herbivorous mammals). Recognition of the interdependency of man and other ecosystem components is a prerequisite for properly addressing how human and environmental radiological protection can be integrated.

¹ One meeting participant does not appear among the authors because the required employer validation procedure was judged to be prohibitively long. That participant, and one other, chose to endorse the seven statements presented here by personally co-signing the short IUR note (2016) limited to those statements.
Statement 1: Successful protection of the environment depends on the protection of natural populations, their dynamics, species interactions and contributions to ecosystem processes. Ecosystem approaches are needed to support these protection goals.

There is a need for new methods and approaches to achieve the goals of protecting not only H. sapiens, but also the ecosystems of which humans are a part. The traditional approaches used today, which largely rely on extrapolation from individual to population/ecosystem level effects, are flawed. Better approaches would include direct consideration of population and ecosystem attributes.

Recent field studies on radiation effects demonstrate the limitations of exclusive reliance on models based solely on laboratory experiments and methods based upon reference organisms. There is a difference between physiological (individual organismal level) and ecological effects and between the consequences of these effects. Ecological effects include interactions at population level among species and also between these species and their environment, potentially governed by emergent properties of these systems (Fig. 2). Because they lack ecological realism, models based on findings from artificial laboratory contexts have been shown in at least one case to be inaccurate in prediction by an order of magnitude (Garnier-Laplace et al., 2013). Similar phenomena have been seen in other fields of protection and the science of ecology as a whole (Cairns et al., 1996; Newman, 2001; Tannenbaum, 2005).

Both physiology and ecology must inform environmental protection frameworks, recognizing that these are influenced as well by management systems, operational targets, philosophy, politics, international context, etc. Understanding ecological effects of radiation offers benefits for environmental preparedness, environmental stewardship, remediation actions, science, increasing credibility with the public, and putting radiation effects (of discharges, accidents, remediation, etc.) into context with other factors or effects.

To conclude, there is a need for environmental protection criteria that reflect the dynamics and processes responsible for ecosystem functioning (and resulting services). If protecting populations is a goal, methods and measurements must go beyond individual effects. Ecological and evolutionary theories address mechanisms that are highly relevant for generating realistic predictions of effects, and highlight the need for a new approach based on systematic, long-term monitoring and study of real life situations.

Statement 2: Improved terminology for referring to environmental protection criteria, operational outcomes and standardized methods is required.

Frameworks of environmental protection are being developed...
in areas outside the radiological protection field: protection of biodiversity, habitats, protection from physical/chemical stressors, etc. The supporting terminology comes essentially from ecology and environmental sciences regarding non-radiological stressors (chemicals, etc.). Radioecology should adopt the right terminologies in the right context to avoid errors and imprecision. “Objects, targets, endpoints” may have different meanings depending on the different levels of inquiry (measurement, assessment, etc.).

Our use of terminology must be sufficiently precise to help us identify gaps. For instance, the term “environmental protection” is widely used for current radiological protection systems (ICRP, 2003, 2008). In practice however, current approaches protect species only at the organisinal level stricto sensu. Furthermore, abiotic media (i.e. air, water, soils and sediments) which form important components of the environment subject to potential contamination are not expressly covered by these systems.

The increasingly cited concept of “ecosystem services” may aid in highlighting humans’ dependence on the environment. This notion stemming from an anthropocentric vision may prove to be an important communication tool. However, work needs to be carried out to determine how it can or should be implemented in radiological protection of the environment (Morelli and Møller, 2015).

3.1.1. Recommendations

- Ecosystem approaches need to be supported by systems-level research emphasizing interactive responses to radiation exposure, propagation of effects, delayed effects, indirect effects, and resistance and resilience of ecological systems (e.g. Bréchignac et al., 2011).

- Environmental protection criteria to be developed should consider population and ecosystem attributes involving more integrated and functional endpoints such as population dynamics, biodiversity, decomposition, primary productivity, energy transfer or nutrient flow.

3.2. Linking field and laboratory studies and modeling

Both field and laboratory studies are needed to form the scientific basis for environmental assessments. These should be complementary and largely co-constructed to improve the overall analytical power, but need not have the same objectives, methods or endpoints.

Statement 3: Field studies and experiments, especially those focusing on populations, make a vital contribution to the scientific background necessary to achieve the environmental protection goals. Field data are essential to account for realistic exposure scenarios, as well as to investigate how exposure to radionuclides interacts with other environmental factors to determine the effects on natural populations.

Field studies focusing on species assemblages are essential to account for variation across species and higher-level taxa in exposure, sensitivity, and response to radioactive contaminants in combination with other stressors. Although entangled in various functional groups of ecosystems, natural populations and their individuals in their ecological settings are the fundamental units for investigating expected consequences of radiological contamination. These include both direct and indirect consequences mediated by effects on other interacting species and/or trophic levels. Field
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studies are usually characterized by lower statistical power, therefore delivering less certainty about causes and effects, but they benefit from higher ecological relevance.

Laboratory experiments are fundamental tools that contribute to environmental protection. Thanks to their simplified and more controlled nature, laboratory experiments provide mechanistic insights into pathways of exposure and translation of exposure to biological effects at the genetic, cytogenetic and physiological levels. Laboratory experiments should help to clarify if such effects are purely physiological, meaning that they do not persist over generations, or if they arise from permanent mutational genome damage, that is harder to eliminate. Laboratory studies have allowed the development of methods of quantification of exposure to radiation, a database on dose-effect relationships in organisms (Copplestone et al., 2008), and a conceptual approach to risk assessment based on biological effects of radiation (similarly as for humans). They usually suffer from poorer ecological relevance, but benefit from clearer outcomes and higher statistical power.

It is to be stressed that field studies are generally based on chronic exposure, while laboratory studies usually use acute exposure. This creates a dichotomy that may be part of an explanation for the different conclusions drawn from field and laboratory studies.

Modeling is also an approach of high importance due to its capacity to support data testing and assimilation along an integrated ecosystem conceptual model. Microcosms and mesocosms play an integral role in linking laboratory and field studies in ecology (Odum, 1984). Such experimental systems provide an important middle-ground, allowing replication of experiments in seminatural scenarios, but with fewer confounding variables. Recent combination of mechanistic modeling with model-guided experiments in a microcosm has proved very helpful in understanding the stressors’ effects on this simplified ecosystem functioning (Lamonica et al., 2016).

In order to advance understanding of radiation ecological impacts on the environment, better links should be made between field, laboratory and modeling studies, using an iterative and hypothesis-driven process (Fig. 3).

Several examples of such linkages that recently proved successful in supporting better interpretation can be mentioned. Garnier-Laplace et al. (2015) showed a high degree of consistency between dose measurements in the field and calculated dose estimates based on morphology, diet and ecology of birds at Fukushima. Otaki and coworkers (Hiyama et al., 2012; Taira et al., 2014) supported convincingly their hypothesis drawn from field observations that radiation induced mutations in the pale grass butterfly, when they obtained similar mutations in laboratory-based experiments under controlled conditions where the only variable was radiation.

Statement 4: Better continuity between laboratory and field studies should be developed to advance protection of the environment. Hypotheses should ideally be tested through an iterative strategy integrating field and laboratory studies, and modeling efforts.

3.2.1. Recommendations

- Contaminated sites have been subjected to long-term monitoring and observations but the extent and level of research is extremely limited compared to standard procedures in ecology. Surprisingly, there are few monitoring studies of the most common taxa at Chernobyl, Fukushima, Mayak and elsewhere. Long-term monitoring studies have been restricted to a few field studies at Chernobyl and Fukushima during the last decade. It is highly desirable to initiate and maintain annual monitoring studies of all common taxa at representative sites most contaminated by major accidental releases of radioactivity into the environment. The challenge here would be to carry out field experiments with a decent level of replication.
- The next step should be the development of ecosystem conceptual models, depicting networks of interactions and systems to generate hypotheses about nodes/pathways/sub-networks...
seen as important. This modeling effort could provide a comprehensive and integrated picture of observed radiation biological/ecological effects, to be confronted with real data, and ultimately yielding an improved understanding.

- Such conceptual models could then be further supplemented by microcosm and mesocosm studies to help bridge the gap between field and laboratory studies. Overall, this would enable the use and integration of genetics and other biological tools/approaches in the more applied ecological investigations, informing ecology with genetics and physiology. Likewise, studies of epigenetics will provide information on patterns of methylation and other effects affecting the expression of genes.

3.3. Realism, multiple stressors and confounding factors

Multiple types of biological and ecological effects have been revealed by observational field studies at sites with elevated levels of radiation. Field experiments, however, are challenging to design and interpret, due to many potentially confounding variables such as diet, habitat, predator stress, biological stressors (parasites), presence or absence of competitors (including humans), abiotic factors (e.g. temperature, pH), hot spots of contamination, indirect and direct effects of exposure and exposure type (radionuclides, metals, chemicals, etc.).

Statement 5: Strategies need to be developed to disentangle the direct and indirect effects of radiation on (populations of) biota in natural ecosystems, as well as the confounding factors that prevent clear interpretation of the results.

Significant work remains to link field studies and ecosystem properties with updated and improved datasets on radiation effects. Whereas recent laboratory-based experiments by the radiobiology community have assembled a database of radiation effects on organisms of various species, its robustness suffers from lack of replication and inclusion criteria that are still sometimes subject to criticism. Commensurable effort should be invested in developing a database of radiation impact observations from field studies, especially for population- and ecosystem-related endpoints.

When disagreements, however, remain on the degree to which field observations can be attributed to radiation effects, the iterative hypothesis-driven inference strategy recommended above (Statement 4) together with efforts of independent replication should help resolve confounding factors. Basically, this is a question of setting up an appropriate experimental design (Møller and Mousseau, 2016).

3.3.1. Recommendations

- It is important to consider the interconnectedness of species, investigating interspecific interactions, as well as designing field studies that integrate different trophic levels and look at higher ecosystem levels.
- The design of future field experiments should also consider testing and replication of published information on chemical or metal exposure and effects on species in ecosystems of interest.
- Attention should be dedicated to making use of experimental designs and statistical methods that are most appropriate to resolving confounding factors.

3.4. Dose and exposure characterization

There is an ongoing need to improve the measurement of environmentally relevant exposures, particularly under multiple sources of exposure from different types of radionuclides and other stressors. The quantification of exposure to radiation still accounts for a large portion of the uncertainty affecting risk assessment. Both dose rate and total accumulated dose (over the whole life span, and especially at low dose rates) need to be addressed, with a further focus on sensitive life stages (e.g. developmental and reproductive life stages, looking in particular at gametes and embryos).

Assessment of dose to tissues and organs is still poorly developed for non-human biota. This limits the analytic power of both laboratory and field studies, due to the fact that such tissues and organs may have widely different radiosensitivities, and/or could accumulate radionuclides to differing degrees.

Dose and exposure characterization are essential for reference organism approaches which relate dose to biological effects at the genetic, cytogenetic, physiological, cellular and individual levels. Such approaches based upon biology can help at early stages and mesh with existing systems focused on humans. However, protection of ecosystems clearly requires a system-level inference strategy and associated methodology.

Statement 6: Reference organism approaches represent an important first step to characterize doses to biota, but they have significant limitations. More effort should be placed on understanding mechanisms and processes of how radiation effects are manifested in natural ecosystems, and on quantifying dose in the field.

Considering high level emergent properties of ecosystems such as resilience, it is doubtful that a universal standard (dose or dose rate) suitable for protection of any ecosystem can be established. Each ecosystem has its particular level of resilience at any time and experiences a variety of concomitant stressors. Due to the very multi-dimensional character of ecosystems in which combined and indirect effects produce a cascade of outcomes, the most serious effects may not result from ionizing radiation alone but from its combination with other factors. In such a case, ionizing radiation would then only act as a trigger promoting ecological disruption. Accounting for such a disruption mechanism at the system level requires consideration of endpoints operating at the ecosystem level (ecosystem structure, ecosystem functioning).

3.4.1. Recommendations

- A better knowledge of the relative radiosensitivities of different species and endpoints will allow us to understand and predict the mechanisms underlying interspecies interactions in an irradiated ecosystem. The time is now ripe to revisit the chart of radiosensitivity across the kingdom of life (Whicker and Schultz, 1982). It has often been cited as a demonstration that radiosensitivity increases together with complexity of life (from unicellular bacteria up to higher levels of organization such as mammals). However, radiosensitivity also varies according to the endpoint through which it is measured (Coppolstone et al., 2008). There are today sufficient data collected for many species both on organism-related endpoints (laboratory experiments) and individual or population endpoints, to enable the construction of (different) scales of radioresistance for each individual endpoint (or category of related endpoints with similar responses) (e.g. literature reviewed to assemble the ERICA [Real et al., 2004] and EPIC [Sazykina and Kryshev, 2003, 2006] data bases, as well as unpublished grey literature assembled in nuclear industrial/research sites).
- Improved efforts of quantifying dose (dose rate and accumulated dose) are warranted, especially for field experiments where exposure is usually complex (different radiation types,
different routes of internal/external exposure, different radiosensitivities across the life cycle of organisms).

3.5. Field study methods

Much of the recent field work tends to focus on single accidental releases. The historical reasons for this are understandable, and it must also be acknowledged that methodological approaches in field ecology and other disciplines may differ. An approach that integrates field and laboratory studies would increase comprehension between the disciplines, and probably also help more scientific confidence and more funding for important field studies. For example, screening of biological communities for the collection of measurements and samples should integrate with developments in dose reconstruction and characterization, in order to clarify variation across species in exposure or sensitivity.

Statement 7: Research programs and studies should encourage a multidisciplinary approach among radioecologists, radio-biologists, ecologists, evolutionary biologists, statisticians, modelers and geneticists. Field study design should encompass methods and approaches established in ecology and address a diverse range of sites and cases with preferably experimental approaches.

It is possible to conduct experimental field studies capable of establishing a sufficient level of confidence and consensus in the likely cause-effect relationship of radiation effects in ecosystems. This requires increasing collaboration between different disciplines, with regard also to identifying the endpoints to be analyzed and the number and types of sites to be investigated.

Field studies are most generally conducted by ecologists who rely on observations, experiments and associated measurements in the real environment. There is a wide array of possible and necessary methods (contamination conditions, endpoints, etc.) that allow field studies to yield correlations but also causality between radiation and potential effects. Ecosystem level endpoints could include keystone species/groups (nodes) and key ecosystem processes (links) appropriate to the ecosystem in question (e.g. structural and functional endpoints). Though this appears conceptually attractive, there are practical aspects to consider and resolve before application.

Substantial environmental monitoring of radiation is conducted by operators in the vicinity of nuclear power plants. Currently, the data generated are insufficient to support complex ecosystem studies and protection, largely because environmental levels tend not to be recorded if they lie below the set detection level, or if the instruments in use are limited (e.g. detecting external gamma radiation only). End of pipe or close to stack releases can be measured and used to model environmental levels but cannot function for legacy sites or post-accidental situations. However, provided there is improved cooperation between researchers and operators, such environmental monitoring could be expanded to deliver additional useful observations (ecosystem structure and functions), to establish the normal range of criteria of interest, and enable development of a list of reference ecosystems.

3.5.1. Recommendations

- A wider variety of sites, presenting different ecosystem situations with complex variables, should be exploited to advance our understanding of radiation effects at population and ecosystem levels and how these are mediated through biological effects at the organismal level. The sites of particular relevance are:
  - Accidentally contaminated sites (Kyshtim, Chernobyl, Fukushima, etc.).
  - Legacy sites (Mayak, Kola Peninsula, Semipalatinsk, Pacific atolls, etc.).
  - Sites with a high level of natural radioactivity (Kerala, Poças de Caldas, Komi).
  - Well characterized sites, which may include: uranium mining sites; US DOE sites; gas and oil sites; marine sites receiving exhaust pipes; former test sites; waste management/waste disposal sites.
  - Sites with already existing monitoring programs and other historical databases that could complement the gathering of new information; pertinent existing observatories and non-contaminated sites.
- In addition to widening the scope of sites of interest, a renewed effort of historical data assembly and mining should be carried out, accessing the Russian, Ukrainian and Belarussian literature, the grey literature and other unpublished government and industry reports.

4. Conclusions

To assess (and manage) radiological risk at the ecological level responds to ethical imperatives from several perspectives, and can be regarded as a duty both to human society and to the ecosystems of which we are a part (IAEA, 2002; Oughton, 2003; IUR, 2012). Proper risk assessment, and subsequent management, requires both an appropriate understanding and a convincing and appropriate system of environmental protection. In this context, promoting shared understanding within the scientific community regarding the occurrence of ecological impacts of radiation is of high strategic importance. In particular, the still on-going debate on whether or not the Chernobyl and Fukushima accidents are having ecological consequences needs to be resolved (Beresford and Copplestone, 2011; Hiyama et al., 2012; Geras'kin et al., 2013; Møller and Mousseau, 2015, 2016; Taira et al., 2014). Suspicion by scientists as to results obtained outside their own chapel, and lack of consensus about assessing and interpreting risk, may jeopardize the radioecology community’s credibility in the eyes of decision makers and funding agencies, and ultimately the public. Further to the early consensus statement elaborated 15 years ago (IUR, 2002a), the Miami Consensus Symposium has constructed a new set of collectively agreed statements about means to assess the ecological impact of radiation and their conceptual implications for designing environmental protection.

The Miami statements urge in particular a better effort to create linkage between controlled experimentation in the laboratory and in situ studies. At present these are often carried out by different scientists, or groups of scientists, educated in separate disciplines (see Hinton and Bréchignac, 2005). All apply their respective conceptual and methodological approaches which do not look, for example, at the same endpoints. Generally speaking, laboratory scientists look at biological effects (interaction of radiation with molecules, cells, tissues, and individual organisms) while field scientists look at ecological impact of radiation on individuals and populations of species interacting with populations of other taxa and hence constituting ecosystems. This cultural gap largely explains why respective scientific communities have so far largely operated in isolation from one another. Collective consensus is now being expressed that further research should no longer suffer from this historical weakness, and a strategy for broader collaboration and coordinated work is strongly encouraged.

The Miami discussion also emphasized that ecosystem approaches provide a unifying conceptual basis: for linking laboratory and field studies, for assembling human and environmental
radiological protection in a justified and coherent manner, and for integrating scientific understanding gained at various levels, analytically as well as systemic, toward the goal of assessing ecological risk in situ while ultimately providing better protection.
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